Karli Dinardo
It's hard to express how I feel when I am dancing/performing. It's an uncontrollable feeling. As Billy Elliot says 'it's like forgetting/losing who you are, but at the same time something makes you whole'. It's that fire burning inside your stomach driving you to achieve your dreams. That fire explodes while I'm on stage and sends me into a world of my own.

Ben Zagroon
I guess my grandmother was my greatest influence. She used to take me to the ballet when I was very young, and would explain how the orchestra told as much a story as the dances did, and how the music coloured an otherwise possibly ambiguous scene.

Nick Hall
I love how easy it is to just pick up the guitar and start jamming, as well as how accessible it is to practise. And there's something really enjoyable about nailing something really difficult on the guitar, or discovering a new way to produce a crazy sound.